A Systematic Review to Explore the Scope of Interventions to Minimize the Incidence of Congenital Anomalies
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Abstract

Congenital anomalies encompasses of structural defects or functional anomalies, present at the time of birth. The objective of this article is to systematically review the published literature on the potential risk factors of congenital anomalies, identify the critical elements in the field of congenital anomalies, and finally suggest wide range of interventions to eventually minimize the incidence of congenital anomalies. An extensive search of all materials related to the topic was made using library sources including PubMed, Medline and Google scholar searches. Keywords used in the search include congenital anomalies, rubella, and global. In conclusion, there is a crucial need to have a sustained political support to ensure development of a holistic policy, targeting all potential risk factors eventually to reduce the incidence of congenital anomalies.
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Introduction

Magnitude and impact of congenital anomalies

Congenital anomalies encompasses of structural defects or functional anomalies, present at the time of birth [1]. The current statistics released by the World Health Organization suggest that one in every 33 infants worldwide suffer from some form of congenital anomaly [2]. In addition, almost a quarter million of neonates eventually die in their neonatal period because of their congenital anomaly [2]. In fact, owing to their global spread, associated social stigma; influence on the quality of life; stress among family members; disability; added medical cost; and overload on the health care delivery system; congenital anomalies have attained a global public health concern [2-5].

Objectives

The objective of this article is to systematically review the published literature on the potential risk factors of congenital anomalies, identify the critical elements in the field of congenital anomalies, and finally suggest wide range of interventions to eventually minimize the incidence of congenital anomalies.

Material and Methods

An extensive search of all materials related to the topic was made using library sources including PubMed, Medline, World Health Organization website and Google scholar searches for one month. Relevant documents, technical publications series, systematic reviews, research articles focusing on congenital anomalies published in the period 2008–2014 were included for the review. The identified articles were then re-grouped into different sections viz. potential risk factors; suggested measures, critical elements, and implications for practice.

Potential Determinants

In spite of extensive research across different nations, for at least fifty percent of the congenital anomalies no conclusive causative/risk factor has been isolated till date [2]. Nevertheless, parameters like advanced maternal age; ethnicity; consanguinity; lower socio-economic class (enhanced susceptibility to macro/micronutrient malnutrition or infections during antenatal period); existence of chromosomal abnormalities/inborn errors of metabolism; intrauterine infections; teratogenic drugs or pesticides; alcohol/tobacco; malnutrition among mothers (viz. iodine/folate deficiency or diabetes mellitus); and radiation exposure; have been attributed in the causation of congenital anomalies [2,6,7].

Recommended Interventions

Standard interventions

Acknowledging the scope of preventive measures in the etiology of the congenital anomalies, there is a definite opportunity to implement primary prevention in different settings. In addition, instituting a comprehensive surveillance mechanism to detect all cases; consolidating the existing public health system; facilitating research to ascertain potential determinants; building linkages with the national and international organizations; can be tried upon to reduce the magnitude of congenital anomalies [2,8,9]. However, in absence of a streamlined national program built to counter the congenital anomalies most of the above mentioned interventions cannot achieve the desired results [2]. In addition, there is a definite need to plan and implement customized interventions to bring about an improvement in different dimensions of the individual and ensure development of...
community-based rehabilitation programs for the welfare of society [1,2].

Preventive strategies

This category generally comprises of measures like improving the range and accessibility of antenatal and post-natal health care amenities; upgrading the nutritional status of the women in reproductive age-group; minimizing exposure to drugs/alcohol/tobacco/radiation; enhancing vaccination coverage against rubella virus; creating awareness among general population; advocating acceptance of genetic counselling; avoiding the practice of consanguinity or pregnancy at an advanced age; and sensitizing medical practitioners to rule out presence of congenital anomalies [3,10].

Early detection

Prompt recognition of the anomaly with the help of diagnostic tools like preconception / antenatal screening; employment of prenatal diagnostics (viz. using amniocentesis / chorionic villi sampling/ ultrasound/estimation of alpha-fetoprotein); and new-born screening; can play a defining role in ascertaining the prognosis [2,7,11].

Prompt treatment and rehabilitation

These modalities of services are recommended to extend medical or surgical options of treatment to correct the obvious structural deformity or biochemical abnormality. In addition, providing psycho-social support and rehabilitation services at the earliest has also been proposed to improve the final prognosis of the disease [2,3].

Implications for Practice

The findings of the current review clearly reflect the necessity for a comprehensive package of health care services to reduce the incidence of congenital anomalies on a global scale. These services should be formulated based on the identified potential risk factors, well supported by awareness campaigns to spread information about the same that can lead to congenital anomalies. Furthermore, there is a crucial need for the sensitization of the medical practitioners from both the public/private health sector so that they can play an important role in not only early detection but even prevention of the congenital anomalies. Above all, a sustained commitment is needed from the policy makers for supporting the existing maternal and child welfare programs and for establishing a network between different stakeholders to reach to the population residing in low-resource settings.

Conclusion

In conclusion, there is a crucial need to have a sustained political support to ensure development of a holistic policy, targeting all potential risk factors eventually to reduce the incidence of congenital anomalies.
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